INTRODUCTION
If, as a practitioner, 2 I were to say to you that, "ethics is just a matter of common sense," as a philosopher, while you may not agree with me, there is a good chance you would understand what I meant by this statement. If however, as a philosopher, I were to tell a practitioner that, "ethics is transcendental," 3 there would be more than a good chance the practitioner would neither understand nor agree with my meaning.
My point, by way of introduction is although we are undoubtedly talking about the same thing, there is a discernible difference in the way in which these two groups talk about ethics. As any overseas traveler will tell you, attempting to obtain common ground on an issue while talking a different language is difficult at any time. Attempts to gain understanding when discussing a subject as complicated as ethics on this footing only compounds the inherent degree of difficulty. As such, those who choose to teach ethics to practitioners are to some extent responsible for the pedagogical problems encountered, which result from the degree to which this fact goes unnoticed or to be more specific, the degree to which it goes unattended.
As a theoretical subject, ethics has provided a challenge to academics, which is ongoing. In fact, "The whole subject," once described by W. D. Ross, "is so difficult -in some respects indeed it is the hardest branch of philosophy." 4 Quite a strange statement really, for a person who was widely recognized for his astute abilities in the area of theoretical ethics. 5 Is this a claim of modesty from a person of high caliber? Perhaps. Or does it amount to a warning for us to give up in our attempts to teach the theory of ethics to those whose main concern is of the more practical pursuits? I think not.
Simply, Ross's statement is a reminder, albeit an important one. It clearly states a fact, i.e. ethics as a subject is difficult. To which you might respond, 'So what? I know that.' Well, reminders work like this. They can bring familiar facts to our attention. Things we now need to notice and perhaps haven't or things like familiar facts which we might have simply forgotten. While Wittgenstein points out that "the work of the philosopher consists in assembling reminders for a particular purpose," 6 Professor Passmore admits, "philosophers are particularly good at forgetting familiar facts." 7 This is because, as Wittgenstein reminds us, sometimes the most important aspects of things 'are hidden because of their simplicity and familiarity.' 8 In this paper I will argue, first that philosophers and practitioners have a tendency to discuss ethics at different levels. This I will argue is partly due because by role they are engaged in ethics at different levels of concern. From this, problems in both meaning and understanding arise. I will attempt to identify from where some of these problems arise and what this might mean to the philosopher as teacher.
From here I will in an unavoidably descriptive manner outline a method that I have encouraged in the teaching of applied ethics to police recruits and students in criminal justice studies. The methodology that I outline is best described as a principlist approach to the teaching of ethics. It does not profess to answer all the questions required in teaching ethics across the curriculum and indeed, it may not answer any. However, what I have attempted to do is point out some facts that are familiar within the specific area that I have the privilege to teach.
TENSIONS OF THEORY AND PRACTICE
The tension between theory and practice remains a fundamental pedagogical concern. By its very nature Philosophy (per se) has been seen to hold an academic detachment from the practicalities of life. First stated in jest about Thales "when he fell into a well as he was looking up at the stars," 9 in modern times, Albert Einstein has become "the archetypal absent-minded professor, a white-haired, eccentric scientist whom the uninitiated [see] as the role model for mad professors everywhere." 10 The modern philosopher, as teacher, remains at risk of being held 'guilty by association' due to the personification of this myth.
Nowhere is the tension between theory and practice more likely to occur than in the area of vocationally orientated study. By role, practitioners require practical relevance to be evident in educational programs. The current 'popularization' of ethics as a subject, its intrinsic difficulty, and the fact that regardless of its form (applied or theoretical) it remains a branch of philosophy, leave it prone to attack from all sides. Philosophers therefore need to be aware that the teaching of ethics (in any form) holds both a social and professional obligation. The former can be met by ensuring its appropriateness in application, the latter by negating or at least attempting to minimize the perpetuation of the myth of academic detachment.
This, you might say, sounds more like a warning than a reminder. But some reminders, especially those that strike us about the foundations of our own inquiries and pursuits, can be the most powerful. In fact, they can at times be quite abrupt. Abruptness is something I wish to avoid, as I merely wish to point out some 'familiar facts,' which are important aspects in the teaching of ethics. So "a natural way of dealing with the enthusiasm of philosophers," Passmore suggests, "is to pull them up with a reminder." 11 As hinted at in the introduction, one of the causes of problems encountered in the teaching of ethics is the risk we run when we fail to identify the different ways in which we speak about ethics. This is not because students have no experience of moral problems, nor is it because they have no knowledge of moral matters; on the contrary, they have both. The problem lies in the fact that we are both used to engaging in discussion on these matters at different levels. Attempting to discuss ethics from these different levels gives rise to a degree of confusion in both meaning and understanding. Or simply stated, between what is said and what is heard. 12 But how is it possible when attempting to teach those who already possess experience with moral problems and knowledge of moral matters for these confusions to arise? And how, if we are addressing the same subject can we come to be discussing it on different levels? I will first try to identify the cause of these problems and then to lay out a method which has proved beneficial in the teaching of students in criminal justice studies and police recruits.
First, the subject of ethics by its nature can be approached from two levels. As I see it, this has always been the case 13 and will always be so. It needs to be. In their most broad description these levels are referred to as intuitive and theoretical. And are commonly distinguished as normative ethics and meta-ethics. For the purpose of this paper I will refer to them, respectively, as 'practical' and 'theoretical' ethics. Let me deal with the theoretical then the practical.
Theoretical ethics is the sort of ethics that philosophers are engaged in. This is not to say philosophers never experience 'practical' ethics, only to say that in their professional role, when they are dealing with moral philosophy, they are engaged in 'theoretical' ethics. This is what they do. But it does not aim at telling us what to do. In this form ethics is factual, scientific, analytic. Its aims are to better understand the meaning of concepts such as 'good,' 'bad,' 'duty,' 'obligation,' 'right,' 'wrong,' and the sort. By its very nature it is a conceptual study, logical in its manner. In a forum such as this, it seems fitting in acknowledging the Rochester Institute's commitment to the teaching of ethics that I call on Wittgenstein's 'motor metaphor' to explain my point. In paragraph 132 of the Investigations he writes, "the confusions which occupy us arise when language is like an engine idling, not when it is at work." From this we can draw the common sense view of ethics as an engine at idle. With little exertion it continues to run, 'turning over' it chugs along. Maybe melodic, but not methodic, for an engine at idle does no work. From this however we need to be careful we don't immediately draw the inference that the philosophical view is that of an engine at work. Meta-ethics in its true sense is more akin to an engine operating at high revs, 'red-lining' if you will. I am not suggesting that philosophers run the risk of intellectual 'valve bounce,' 'blowing up,' incurring a 'mental meltdown,' or indeed any other form of 'cognitive collapse.' The point here is, running an engine at either extreme is a problem. Engines are designed to work and they work best when they are operating at their most efficient rev range, when they are 'cruising' or 'on song' so to speak. This is where they are 'at home.' 16 Operating at these two extremes is what (in part) gives rise to the myth of academic detachment. When a philosopher chooses to specialize in the area of moral philosophy they develop their own vocabulary, methods and concerns. These, as in any area of specialization, are inevitably directed towards the development of a 'body of knowledge.' 17 In moral philosophy this involves a search for the solving of 'the moral problem.' 18 To the philosopher the problem is a theoretical one. Hence what occurs is a conflict between competing theories to provide an answer to the theoretical 'moral problem,' but on this, moral philosophers notoriously disagree.
For the practitioner (or 'common folk') however moral problems are not theoretical. In fact I would argue that when dealing with moral problems in the course of daily activities little if any reference is made to the theory of morality. Sure people are torn this way and that when dealing with moral problems but what they use to deal with these is not reference to meta-ethical theories. Sorting out conflicts at the common sense level practitioners make reference to what Sidgwick calls 'moral maxims.' 19 At the common sense level there is no shortage of these, for example, tell the truth (don't tell lies), aim at the general happiness of those around you (do unto others); the list is endless. They are usually expressed in terms such as justice, fairness, honesty, equality, etc. These simple, singular terms, or what Michael Smith calls (moral) platitudes, are what the practitioner uses as planes of reference in making judgments of what they ought to do.
Left to operate in their own environments, the practitioner and the philosopher deal with moral problems and the conflicts that arise, from their respective points of view. Until recently the occasions on which a philosopher and practitioner might meet were few and far between. However, with the growing popularization of ethics as a subject (especially in the area of vocational training) these opportunities are more common. The inclusion of ethics in the curriculum of most tertiary courses ensures the path of philosopher and practitioner will cross. At this point, when the practitioner and the philosopher meet, is when a special form of conflict arises. Unlike the conflict encountered when competing philosophies meet, this form of conflict needs to be treated by the philosopher (as teacher) in a different manner. This makes me believe that moral problems, (as terrible as some of them might be), are not philosophical problems, they are practical ones. The overriding philosophical problem regarding the ethics or morality of these types of problems is that of providing a rational explanation for the decisions taken. This however is not a moral problem, it is an intellectual one.
It is important here, for the philosopher to be reminded (from a pedagogical perspective) that it is the way in which they deal with these kinds of problems, that differs from the way in which the practitioner deals with them. More precisely, the way in which we (respectively) seek to explain these problems gives rise to the special form of conflict to which I refer, for both the philosopher and the practitioner see these problems as a matter of 'common sense.' However, equipped with a finely tuned and in most cases, an extensive array of intellectual armament, the philosopher is ready to explain away or deal with these problems, unlike the practitioner, who's 'platitudinal plane of reference' and common knowledge leaves them ill-equipped to articulate what they mean based upon what they know from experience.
These different 'degrees of readiness' unfortunately, give the appearance of a practitioner faltering with the practical problems, which a philosopher finds all to easy to deal, in theory, with. As a form of conflict, Gilbert Ryle reminds us, that this is "not to be seen as a conflict between competing theories but rather as a conflict between theory and platitudes, between what certain experts have thought out and what every one of us cannot but have learned by experience, between a doctrine and a piece of common knowledge." 20 Remembering this when teaching ethics across vocational curriculum is fundamental, for it is here that problems of academic detachment arise.
Faced now with what appears as a 'familiar fact' the philosopher (as teacher) must find a way by which to assist the practitioner to both articulate and inform what in practice seems to be a matter of 'common sense.' 21 As a teaching problem this is very much a matter of methodol-ogy. The usual manner in which this problem is approached is by means of the 'case study approach.' While I accept the general success of this method of teaching I think it needs to be approached and used with some degree of caution. Case studies in any form can be based on real-life examples or they can be purely hypothetical. Regardless, both are subject to forms of distortion, which need to be guarded against if the philosopher is to assist the practitioner. The most common form of distortion to which I refer is the tendency to exaggerate the complexity of moral problems, which the case studies are meant to illustrate. Nowhere is this more evident than in the use of so-called 'thought experiments.' The term alone carries an intrusive element against which most practitioners would be on guard. Any concerns they may have are quickly confirmed when they are confronted by ready-made problems that are not easily solved in discussion forums. To distort the complexity of moral problems in the teaching environment is a practice that ought to be avoided at all costs. Commencing a course in ethics with a moral problem that can't be solved, regardless of one's intentions, is to 'fly in the face' of the spirit of teaching and 'rubs against the grain' of the ethics of philosophy itself. Resorting to cases which can't be solved because of impossible assumptions 22 or worse still, for entertainment value, does little to assist the student's development. To overburden the reasoning power of students by the misuse of case studies does nothing to inform the basis from which they make their moral judgments, 23 to say little for the damage it does to the reputation of philosophy as a means of learning.
So how can the philosopher and the practitioner better meet in an effort to address the importance of ethics especially in the area of vocational training. My suggestion, which is based to some degree on the success achieved in various courses of study with criminal justice and police students, is for the philosopher to meet the student on a common ground. This common ground of "agreement," as Wittgenstein suggests must first be established in the use of language. 24 For in order that the philosopher is able to assist the student, they must first and foremost be in a position to understand each other.
My reference to Wittgenstein should not be taken as a leaning towards an anti-intellectual position; 25 far from it. I am merely 'pointing to' the methodology employed throughout the Investigations, specifically, the way in which Wittgenstein is attempting to teach as he goes. Importantly he recognizes this as 'the experience of being guided' -a co-operative effort -encouraging us to 'imagine the following cases' where someone leads you by the hand where you are unwilling to go, by force. Or: you are guided by a partner in a dance; you make yourself as receptive as possible, in order to guess his intention and obey the slightest pressure. Or: someone takes you for a walk; you are having a conversation; you go where he does. (PI 172.) This is the method employed in the Investigations, one in which 'you are now thinking of a particular experience of being guided.' 26 In order for philosophers to provide students with the particular experience of being guided in ethics courses, it is essential for them to be able to engage at the same level. Once established this engagement must, at least in the initial stages, be viewed as only an agreement of common language (form of life) 27 and not of opinion. And at times, (as a closer inspection of Wittgenstein's above examples suggests), this experience in guiding may require varying degrees of assisting, urging, prodding, driving, pressuring.
But regardless of the degree to which this guiding occurs, it is an intellectual one. In order that this level of engagement can be allowed to occur, it is necessary to view case studies as the means by which this intellectual engagement can take place; the vehicle from which any discovery will be observed. As a form of introduction into the subject of ethics, these cases must therefore be based on reasonable assumptions, with problems that are easily understood, familiar and relevant to the practitioner.
Starting with hard cases or the front-end loading of vocationally oriented ethics courses with theory, for that matter, is not the place to start. As Plato advises in the Sophist, "Mankind have agreed of old, that if great subjects are to be adequately treated, they must practice on slighter and easier matters before they aspire to the greatest of all." (Sophist, 218) This is what I take Dewey to have meant by the need for 'starting with games.' 28 The practitioner must feel at ease to explore ethics within the learning environment in much the same manner as one would expect them to do throughout the course of their lives or daily activities. Allowing them to call on their own experience, reason through the issue at hand and call on assistance when required. As a starting point, this is an assumption, which allows the philosopher to show the practitioner that they recognize them as a morally responsible agent. A person whose ability to distinguish what is right and wrong, good and bad has already been established. Confirming that the role of the philosopher is not to tell the practitioner what in fact they ought to do. Rather, the case studies which teachers select will allow a means by which a joint exploration of morally relevant issues might best be explored and discussed.
In adopting an Aristotelian approach to methodology, I advocate the medium of contemporary film as an appropriate and most conducive method by which to commence this joint exploration. As a modern form of imitative representation (mimesis), the modern film acts as means by which real life events can be portrayed. Like other forms of literary art, the modern film, in all its grandeur and exaggerations, is also sufficiently unlike the real life events which it represents that it can be used as an appropriate springboard from which to enter into ethical discourse. This is not to argue for the educational value that modern film might provide, but more for the means by which it can be used in professional ethics courses. For it is on this point that Aristotle disagreed with Plato as to whether poetry ought to be allowed into the ideal state. Aristotle's argument was not that it had any specific positive educational value but that it could be shown to lack the detrimental effect that Plato assigned to it.
Plato denied that [literary] art could satisfy our sense of perfection, since (as he argued) it is essentially imitative and particularized. Nothing but philosophy can offer us an 'ideal representation of fact' and only philosophy, therefore, can cultivate our sense of perfection. But literary theorists (and artists) have long shown the value of taking that which is known to us and making them, not necessarily better, but bigger than life. 29 This, as in the classical tradition of tragic drama and poetry, 30 acts on us by way of the emotions and the imagination; two faculties which both the practitioner (student) and philosopher (teacher) have in common.
So for Comte, as an example, [literary] art is able to have its moral effect by conjoining practitioner and philosopher on the common ground of intellect. Simply because it is at once imaginative and emotional, it is also both theoretical and practical -theoretical, in that it 'has its basis of thought,' and yet practical in so far as it can serve the end of moral improvement. As such it can be used as a process to negate the myth of academic detachment stimulating feelings in those who are perhaps too intellectually inclined, encouraging contemplation 'in natures where sympathy predominates,' encouraging 'the philosopher to leave his abstractions for the study of real life,' and elevating the practitioner 'into a region of thought where selfishness has no place.' 31 Contemporary film, with the variety of subject matter it encompasses, provides an ideal vehicle from which both the philosopher and the practitioner are able to con-verse at the same level and then set off to explore the moral realm together.
As an introduction into police ethics there is no shortage in the selection of films from which to choose. Police drama, while not necessarily a certainty at the box office, does seem to have an enduring appeal to movie and television producers alike. Some of the titles which we have used are "High Noon" -starring Gary Cooper; "Dirty Harry" -Clint Eastwood; and some more recent non-police titles such as "Air Force One," to name a few. I must admit however, the level of interest in students does vary depending on the film chosen. This has more to do with variations in effect due to obvious distinctions such as black and white versus color, and boredom created by repetitive theme songs like the one that haunts "High Noon." The worth of this as a pedagogical process however can be measured, to some degree, by the fact that, regardless of title or time (of production), the effect is generally the same.
Both students and teachers, approach the set objectives with a noticeable degree of enthusiasm. I feel sure that what is at work here is the imaginative factor. A full exploration of the way in which this works is far beyond the limits of this paper. Suffice it to say, a sense of wonder is no doubt at work in both the philosopher and the practitioner 32 acting on both in a reciprocal manner, which bears a striking similarity to the affect produced by two separate works of Aristotle, for in the Metaphysics wonder provokes us to understand, while in the Poetics understanding provokes us to experience wonder. Both of these works are important when considering pedagogical issues relevant to professional ethics courses.
Regardless, both the student (practitioner) and the teacher (philosopher) must move on from here. The importance of vocationally orientated ethics courses is that the student must be able to effectively transfer what they have learned into practice. In applied ethics this is where the philosopher can rightly claim to have made a difference. So, having joined the student on the meeting ground of intellectual commonality the philosopher must now guide the student in a joint effort towards what Michael Oakeshott 33 described as a higher, more soundly based 'platform of understanding.' In order for the philosopher (as teacher) to do this, they must have a framework within which to guide their delivery. In addition to this, if the philosopher hopes to assist the practitioner to think or at least analyze set cases in the same way, then the philosopher must outline and deliver this conceptual framework so the student may work with it as well.
The method used by our teaching team is largely problem based and case study driven. 34 The problems that confront the student are largely examples of morally ambiguous, questionable, and even reprehensible behavior. Most are recent cases taken from reports of actual incidents directly related to the actions of police. Few of these cases are what might be regarded as cases of moral edification. 35 There are two reasons for this. First, as in real life, positive stories of the good practitioners do tend to be reported less frequently than questionable activities. Second, although some readily advocate the use of moral edification 36 as a means of teaching ethics to police, I am not convinced this is an effective way to approach the teaching of ethics at all. 37 The framework that we use to analyze these cases is based on a fourstep approach, which in a somewhat rough manner follows that of Schopenhauer's Fourfold Root of Sufficient Reason. 38 The approach to the cases is the same as the one we employ in the use of films to introduce them to the subject. But as they are now in a position to look more closely at the specific practice of the occupation upon which they are entering, the steps taken by the student are looked at a little more closely.
In
Step 1, we encourage the students to make their own judgment on the case in question. Suggesting to them to simply "take note of how you feel after reading it, good, bad, right or wrong." This encourages the student to start from their intuitive response to the moral problem presented. Heightening their awareness of their 'gut feeling responses' to moral problems is important to both the student and the teacher in developing reflective thinking. It is also important if one intends to better inform the basis from which these intuitive responses originate.
From here the students are encouraged to list all the issues in the case, which they feel are morally relevant. In narrowing down their list they are asked to align the issues that can be identified as actions or decisions with the respective characters in the case from those that are clearly consequences of those actions and those that are information of fact. What we are encouraging here is twofold -first, that they have the ability to identify morally relevant issues when they see them, and second, to focus their attention on the importance of human action in morality.
Step 2 is probably the most difficult area for both student and teacher, for here we ask the student to gather what relevant evidence they can to determine the truth of the judgment they have made. Of course any philosopher worth their weight will know the difficulty of assessing moral judgments in terms of their truth or falsity. 39 But the point here is not to explore this issue (in any of its many forms) 40 for it would take us well off the track. What comes to light here is the difference in views of the students. The teacher needs to be able to identify that if the students differ on what the issue of the case is, then this is usually a difference on priority. This is usually nothing more than the weighting or importance they place on the issues identified. However, a more important point arises here. Students, at least initially, feel strongly on the stance they have taken on the judgment they make. Differences in opinion here must be managed properly if true discussion is to take place. The philosopher ought not fear moral diversity, even in a learning environment. Students should be encouraged to hold the stance they have taken and attempt to explain why they think this is in fact the issue. At this time what may surprise the philosopher is the overreliance on platitudes to support and explain the stance a student has adopted. But patience and understanding is what is required here. For it is about this time that the students (or at least some of them) are likely to realize that while they know what they mean they are simply unable to articulate it. This can be a frustrating experience.
So
Step 3 requires the teacher to enter the discussions in an effort to assist the student to reason through the moral matters the evidence points to. While this may require sorting the evidence out it will normally be a matter of clarifying the moral issues. Here, as Singer 41 argues, the expertise of the moral philosopher comes into play. The philosopher should be on their guard, however, not to be making out as an expert, rather a source of assistance for the students. The tutorial forum, especially when driven by case studies, is dependant on discussion, and as Passmore again reminds us, that discussion is "A co-operative attempt to study a problem in such a way as to gain a greater understanding of it, and of the arguments which can be brought for and against particular solutions of it." 42 This suggests that discussion is a method, which needs to be contrasted with other forms of discourse such as conversation, debate, and disputation. Mainly, it is joint effort in learning. And here we need to remind ourselves this is not the time to point out faults in argument or rush to do so at the expense of the confidence of the developing student. Reminding ourselves here, the role of the philosopher is to guide and assist, not to destroy. Accepting this the philosopher now has the opportunity to point the student towards some ethical theory. But this also needs to be done with a degree of caution, because, as I have already pointed out, in the area of ethical theory even moral philosophers are notoriously divided.
At risk of oversimplifying the explanation provided for students we relate moral theory first as a criteria for assessing the rightness and wrongness of an action. Making clear that the criteria by which we make these assessments have their origin in moral theory. A short explanation and some readings to support this is usually all that is required at first. Although I think it is important for the teacher to inform the student that sometimes an act can be 'the right thing to do' according to one criteria, and yet be 'the wrong thing to do' based on another criteria.
The second way in which these criteria arising from theory can be used is as a source by which to inform the decisions and moral judgments one makes. This helps the student to identify the source of tension often encountered in making difficult moral decisions -where, when attempting to decide what one ought to do, one can be pulled in one direction and another, or in more difficult situations one might be pulled in all directions. This also helps the student to realize that there are times when reasonable explanations can be found for why things can tend to go awfully wrong -helping them to see the importance of ethical theory in the deliberations they are likely to be called upon to make on entering their chosen vocation. This makes the exploration of ethics in vocationally orientated courses very much about judgment and justification.
Step 4 is where we introduce the student to the need to express the criteria which they have found in their introduction to moral theory with reference to general moral principles. These, especially in the context of criminal justice and police studies, allow the student to readily identify a connection with other subjects in the curriculum, highlighting the need for them to be able to systemize their thoughts in a logical manner. Fortunately, both moral theory and the general principles underlying them have long been recognized in the law.
In the context of policing, where ethical implications arise from the judgments and justifications relevant to the application of law, this is of fundamental importance. When handled properly by the philosopher this can make the application of abstract principles appear to the student as an almost pragmatic matter.
The generality of these principles allows them to be applied in such a way that it almost drives the reasoning process of the student. In the initial phases of class discussion, this may, as Stephen Cohen 43 suggests, be counterintuitive. Again this is where the philosopher might best assist the student with some intellectual self-negotiation. With reference to eth-ical theory the philosopher can assist the student to find a higher degree of consistency between what they believe, what they know from experience, and what they can then articulate about this interrelationship of self.
Some may argue here that exploration into logic, epistemology, and other areas of philosophy would help the student in professional and applied ethics courses. Well, of course it might just do that. Here, one last but very important reminder needs to be given. Students in professional and applied ethics courses are not enrolled as students of philosophy. They are usually in a subject that makes up a small, although important, part of a larger course.
While it may be nice to think that as a result of having been exposed to a well run professional or applied ethics subject, they might then take up philosophy, this will remain an issue for them. In the main, the student's concern is to take something useful away with them that might help them to better apply their skills and intellect in their area of chosen practice. If philosophy can give them anything, I believe it is a more generally informed, systemized, and rational scheme of thought with which they can deliberate and reflect on the judgments they are likely to make within the area of their chosen professional practice.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I see the teaching of ethics as a joint intellectual activity, where the philosopher, in a speculative enterprise, attempts to assist the practitioner to better cope with the moral problems which they are likely to encounter in the realities of professional experience. Notions of professional autonomy and moral responsibility dictate that these problems will be confronted, acted on, and answered for, by the practitioner alone. The teaching of ethics across the curriculum is largely about a "method of discovery" conducted as a joint enterprise, but on a temporary basis. Lectures, tutorials, and classroom encounters all come to an end. The practitioner leaves (or returns) to deal with the complexity of morality on their own.
With this in mind, if I was to attempt to paint a picture of how a philosopher might best address the method of teaching ethics across the curriculum, I could do no better than to draw on what is commonly referred to as the aircraft analogy of Alfred North Whitehead. Here he suggests;
The true method of discovery is like the flight of an aeroplane. It starts from the ground of particular observation; it makes a flight in the thin air of imaginative generalization; and it again lands for renewed observation rendered acute by rational interpretation. 44 Whitehead is reminding us here that the student starts off from a basis of pre-systematic experience, then (in company with the philosopher) flies into the air of systematic generalization, and a short time later comes to rest on some post-systematic runway.
Students in professional and applied ethics courses should be assisted and encouraged to develop their ability to act as morally autonomous agents. One of the properties that they need to possess is 'a capacity for rational and imaginative thought.' 45 This involves, among other things, a capacity to deliberate on and envisage hitherto unencountered situations, responding and reflecting in appropriate ways. 46 This requires that their ethical judgments are consistent, impartial, 47 rational, comprehensive, and above all justifiable. For this to occur, the basis from which they make these judgments needs to be well informed. The philosopher can contribute to the realization of attempts to systemize the moral thinking of practitioners so long as their ultimate appeal is to the general consciousness of what practitioner's experience in practice. Oxford University Press. p. 311. 5 What makes Ross's statement so profound is that he was recognized (knighted) for the extent and worth of his academic achievements, which included major translations of Aristotle's works.
